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Abstract
Social comparison has potentially far reaching consequences in many economic domains. We conducted a field experiment to examine how social comparison affects workers’ effort provision if their own wage or that of a co-worker is cut. Workers were assigned to groups of two, performed identical individual tasks, and received the same performance-independent hourly wage. Cutting both group members’ wages caused a decrease in performance. But when only one group member’s wage was cut, the affected workers decreased their performance more than twice as much as when both workers’ wages were cut. This finding indicates that social comparison among workers affects effort provision because the only difference between the two wage-cut treatments is the other group member’s wage level. In contrast, workers whose wage was not cut but who witnessed their group member’s pay being cut displayed no change in performance relative to the baseline treatment in which both workers’ wages remained unchanged. This indicates that social comparison exerts asymmetric effects on effort. (JEL: C93, J33, M53)

1. Introduction

The hypothesis that relative income affects individuals’ welfare and behavior has a long history in economics (Duesenberry 1949; Veblen 1899). More recently, several studies have indicated that income comparisons affect happiness, job satisfaction and other reward experiences (e.g. Card et al. 2012; Fliessbach et al. 2007; Luttmer 2005).
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Evidence for the behavioral effects of social comparison is still very scarce, however, although they have received attention throughout the history of economics.

Social comparison among workers may, for example, play an important role both within firms and in the labor market. It may affect firms’ internal pay structure, employee morale, and thus firms’ labor demand, firm boundaries, wage changes over time, and even the rate of unemployment.1 The hypothesis that social comparison and associated fairness concerns affect the labor market dates back at least to Slichter (1920). Practitioners have also observed that unjust inequalities in wages within a firm “break down morale, create individual dissatisfaction, encourage absenteeism, increase labor turnover and hamper production” (in Kochan and Barocci 1985, p. 249).

We conducted a field experiment in collaboration with a firm that hired workers for a one-time sales promotion. The workers’ task was to sell promotional cards that permitted entrance to specific nightclubs and bars on specific dates, yielding a clean measure of each worker’s individual performance in terms of the number of cards sold. To handle the workers more efficiently, the firm formed groups of two workers, but both workers in each group performed the same individual tasks. The individual workers were also paid the same hourly wage during the first phase of the experiment. The formation of groups of two with identical tasks and identical pay made it very plausible that the two group members became natural comparison agents for each other, which set the stage for the second phase of the experiment.

The firm implemented three treatments in the second phase of the experiment. In the baseline treatment, the hourly wage was not changed relative to the first phase; the firm cut both group members’ hourly wage by 25% in the general wage-cut treatment; and it cut only one group member’s hourly wage by 25% in the unilateral wage-cut treatment. This design enables us to study social comparison effects by comparing the unilateral wage-cut treatment with the general wage-cut and the baseline treatments. In particular, if workers who received a wage cut behave differently in the unilateral wage-cut treatment compared to the general wage-cut treatment, social comparison plays a role in the disadvantaged workers’ behavior because the only difference between those two treatments is the other group member’s wage. The same is true for the comparison between the workers in the unilateral wage-cut treatment not subject to a wage cut and those in the baseline treatment: if the former behave differently than the latter, social comparison plays a role in the advantaged workers’ behavior. Finally, our design also allows us to examine the impact of general wage cuts by comparing effort provision in the general wage-cut treatment and in the baseline treatment.

We observe that workers reduced their performance by 15% in the general wage-cut treatment relative to the baseline treatment, while those workers whose wages were lowered in the unilateral wage-cut treatment reduced their performance by 34%—that is, by more than twice as much. This result suggests that social comparison can have powerful and large effects on individual behavior—although all workers who suffered a wage cut earned exactly the same wage, their performance was very different.

---

1. Several authors have pointed out these implications of social comparison effects. Among them are Akerlof and Yellen (1990); Camerer and Malmendier (2007); Krueger and Mas (2004).
Interestingly, workers whose wages were not cut in the unilateral wage-cut treatment neither reduced nor increased their performance relative to the baseline treatment.

The strong negative reaction of the workers whose wages were cut in the unilateral wage-cut treatment is not only restricted to performance. We also find that these workers tended to reduce the quality of their work most, and suspect that they might have engaged in employee theft. Finally, we complement the insights from the behavioral responses with survey evidence on pay satisfaction. The survey analysis reveals that the workers who suffered the wage cut in the unilateral wage-cut treatment were the least satisfied with the level of their pay; they were also significantly less satisfied than the workers in the general wage-cut treatment.

In view of the one-time nature of the firm’s promotion and the clear communication to the workers that they were only being hired for this campaign and that no future employment at the firm was possible, reputation or repeated game effects are unlikely to explain our results. It is thus plausible that social comparison effects drove the large performance reduction in the unilateral wage-cut treatment. The workers whose wage was cut in this treatment may have perceived their cut as much more unkind than a general wage cut. This interpretation is consistent with theories of intention-based reciprocity Dufwenberg and Kirchsteiger 2004; Falk and Fischbacher 2006; Rabin 1993 when the notion of kindness—which is key in these models—including payoff comparisons across different workers. In addition, we show in this paper that the theory of inequality aversion (Fehr and Schmidt 1999), which assumes that payoff comparisons between agents enter their utility functions, predicts all three empirical regularities: the reduction of performance in the general wage-cut treatment, the stronger reduction of performance in the unilateral wage-cut treatment for the workers whose wage was cut, and the absence of any change in performance for the workers whose wage was not cut in the unilateral wage-cut treatment. Thus, inequality aversion may also have played a role in workers’ behavior.

Our paper is related to observational studies that report a negative correlation between wage inequality within firms and workers’ self-reported performance (Levine 1993; Pfeffer and Langton 1993). However, it is difficult to derive unambiguous causal conclusions from these data because the direction of causality could be the reverse—it is possible that performance differences caused wage differences. The results of a recent study based on a survey of university employees’ self-reported job satisfaction is nicely related to our findings (Card et al. 2012). This study found the employees’ job satisfaction to be asymmetrically related to information about their colleagues’ wages. Employees whose wage was below the median reported a decrease in satisfaction with their pay and job, and a higher willingness to search for a new job, while satisfaction and the willingness to search remained unchanged for those whose wage was above the median. This observation is in line with our findings from the unilateral wage-cut treatment. We find that the unilateral wage cut not only influenced self-reported job satisfaction, but importantly, output asymmetrically: while the workers whose wage was cut responded with a strong decrease in performance, the workers whose wage was not cut did not respond at all.
Our paper is also related to the literature on gift exchange in the labor market (Bellemare and Shearer 2009; Gneezy and List 2006; Kube, Maréchal, and Puppe 2012). These studies, however, do not examine the effect of wage comparisons among workers on effort because these studies focus on bilateral gift exchanges between workers and firms in the absence of horizontal social comparisons between workers.

A small number of recent laboratory studies have studied the role of social comparison information in effort provision. For example, Charness and Kuhn (2007) conducted a laboratory gift exchange experiment with one principal and two agents who differed in their effort productivity. They report that information about the other worker’s wage did not influence effort. Gächter and Thöni (2010) implemented a similar treatment in which the laboratory workers did not differ in productivity. They find that wage comparison information reduces a subject’s effort somewhat if the other worker earns considerably more (i.e., about twice as much). Finally, Clark, Masclet, and Villeval (2010) report results from a bilateral gift exchange experiment (with identical effort productivity across different firm–worker pairs) indicating that workers’ ordinal wage rank in an experimentally constructed reference group has a positive impact on their effort. Causal evidence on this topic in field settings and when subjects are unaware of being observed is very scarce, however. In the field, perhaps the most difficult problem is finding exogenous sources of wage variations that trigger social comparison. In view of the fact that some economists have raised skepticism regarding the generalizability of results from the laboratory to the field (for a discussion, see Falk and Heckman 2009), the demonstration of social comparison effects in the field seems important.

Our results may help to explain several important economic phenomena. First, social comparison effects may cause a reduction in pay inequalities within the firm, which may be associated with smaller pecuniary performance incentives. Frank (1984), for example, shows that automobile and real estate salespeople were paid less than their marginal product—that is, their commission schemes were flatter than they should have been in the absence of social comparison effects. Second, transaction costs or property rights concerns alone may not drive firm boundaries (Holmström and Roberts 1998); social comparison may shape them as well. The success of a merger of different firms may strongly depend on whether workers compare their wages to those of the co-workers in the newly merged firm (Nickerson and Zenger 2008). This is because a merger may change the set of reference agents, implying that some of the incumbent workers may earn less than their new colleagues after the merger and thus reduce effort accordingly. As a final example, Akerlof and Yellen (1990) present a model in which

---

2. A possible explanation why the laboratory evidence indicates less wage comparison effects may be the lower saliency of the co-worker as a reference for comparison. There is typically no social interaction between workers in existing laboratory studies, except for the provision of the wage information. In contrast, the workers in our field experiment spent time together at group meetings before and after the shifts.

3. For a survey of field evidence on “nonstandard” economic preferences, see DellaVigna (2009).
social comparison may lead to involuntary unemployment. The key assumption in this model is that workers withdraw effort when their wage falls short of a “fair” wage, which depends on co-workers’ wages. Social comparison thus provides a rationale for firms to pay efficiency wages to low-wage workers. Taken together, these examples suggest that social comparison among workers may have important implications in labor markets.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The next section describes the economic environment in which the experiment took place. Section 3 presents our experimental design and Section 4 discusses various theories that predict social comparison effects. Section 5 describes our estimation strategy and presents the empirical results. Section 6 concludes the paper.

2. Experimental Environment

We collaborated with a small German firm that operates a nightlife web portal and sells a membership card permitting entrance to specific bars and nightclubs. Our field experiment is based on a short-term sales promotion aimed to make the firm’s membership card more popular. Because the firm had a relatively small budget and was not able to finance a large-scale promotion campaign from internal or external funds, it was willing to allow us to conduct the experiment in exchange for funding a large part of the campaign. We seized this opportunity and enabled the firm to run a short-term promotion campaign in two big cities and to hire almost one hundred workers exclusively for this campaign. The firm placed a job advertisement stipulating an hourly wage of about €10 on an online job search platform. To rule out potential influences of job applicants’ past interactions with the firm’s permanent staff, those applicants who knew a permanent employee were not hired. The firm’s willingness to conduct an experiment involving wage cuts was also due to the fact that the promotion workers did not belong to the firm’s permanent staff and that the firm had no intention of hiring any of the promotion workers after the campaign. The firm thus had no reason to fear effects on the morale of its own employees.

In each city, the sales promotion took place on two consecutive weekends. The promotion workers were hired to work two shifts on each of the two weekends—the first two shifts took place on Friday and Saturday evening of the first weekend, the third and fourth shift on Friday and Saturday evening of the next weekend. The workers were explicitly told that the promotion campaign would only take place on two consecutive weekends and that the firm was not hiring permanent employees. Thus, the promotion workers knew that none of them had a chance of becoming a permanent employee of the firm and that the campaign was strictly short-term. Another important aspect of the employment contract stipulated that workers had to compensate the firm with €30 if they missed a shift without giving a serious reason for their absence (e.g., medical

---

4. Sales promotions are an important industry: in the United States, about 8,000 companies generate an annual revenue of $12 billion in total (First Research 2012).
The workers’ task was to sell promotional cards at a price of €5 or in exchange for a customer’s personal information that enabled the firm to contact him or her later. The personal information was recorded in a database and used to invite the customer to join the firm’s nightlife web portal. Contacting the customers allowed the firm to verify ex post whether the customer information the workers provided was correct. The workers were, however, not informed that the validity of the customer information would be checked.

Before the first shift, the workers were invited to a training session during which they were made familiar with the objective and procedures of the promotion campaign, trained on how to approach potential customers, and provided with equipment and clothing. The workers were randomly allocated to groups of two in this training session and randomly assigned to be either “Worker 1” or “Worker 2” in a group. Group members had identical tasks and responsibilities and they stayed together for the entire employment period, making the co-worker in a group a natural reference agent.

Each group was assigned to a fixed location, which was either a shopping avenue or a large nightclub. Because there are typically a large number of people (i.e. potential customers) at these locations, one worker alone would hardly have been able to fully exploit the available opportunities for approaching people. In fact, not even two workers were able to do this. This feature of the task provided a natural reason to form groups, while at the same time the two workers were assigned to different areas of the location in order to best “harvest” the potential customer pool. In this way we could form groups but still collect a meaningful performance measure—the number of sold cards—for each individual worker.

The workers were managed by group leaders who were permanent employees of the firm. Group leaders were responsible for two to three groups during a shift. Before the work shifts, they supplied the workers with promotional cards and other equipment at the particular locations. During the shifts, they visited the locations in an unobtrusive way to check whether everything was going well and to assess various characteristics of the locations, such as the number of club visitors (i.e. potential customers). They had a comprehensive set of instructions on how to communicate with the workers (see Online Appendix). In particular, they were instructed to treat all workers in the same manner and they were not allowed to motivate or rebuke particular workers. After the shifts, the group leaders met again with the workers to collect the revenues, the customer information workers collected, and the unsold cards. This provided a further occasion to establish the other worker in the group as the reference person, and also informed workers about the other’s performance.

5. Working hours for shopping avenues were from 5 pm to 8 pm and for nightclubs from 11 pm to 2 am.
6. The meetings with the different groups were temporally and spatially separated to prevent them from meeting each other.
7. Group leaders had to ensure, for example, that the workers did not run out of cards to sell.


### Table 1. Hourly wages in €.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Treatment</th>
<th>Worker</th>
<th>HH</th>
<th>LL</th>
<th>HL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-intervention</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-intervention</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: After the intervention, treatment HL is split into two treatment conditions, HLnocut (for worker 1) and HLcut (for worker 2).

### 3. Experimental Design

We implemented a difference-in-difference setup. The first week—which we call the pre-intervention phase—allows us to capture the workers’ baseline performance and therefore to control for individual heterogeneity. This is important because many field experiments report substantial heterogeneity in unobserved worker characteristics and emphasize the importance of controlling for it (Shearer 2004; Fehr and Goette 2007). During the first week, all workers were paid €12 per hour. The group leader informed workers about the relevant wage during the joint meeting with their co-worker shortly before the beginning of the first shift (see Online Appendix).

In the second week—which we call the post-intervention phase—we randomly assigned groups to one of three treatments. In the unilateral wage-cut treatment, denoted by HL, Worker 2’s hourly wage was cut by €3, while Worker 1 continued to earn the previous hourly wage of €12. Treatment HL thus consists of two groups, that of low-wage workers (HLcut) and that of high-wage workers (HLnocut). In the general wage-cut treatment, denoted by LL, both Worker 1 and Worker 2 suffered a wage cut of €3. In contrast, both Worker 1 and Worker 2 continued to earn the previous hourly wage of €12 in the baseline treatment, denoted by HH (see Table 1 for a treatment overview). The group leader informed workers of the wage change during the joint meeting with their co-worker shortly before the beginning of the third shift. In the HL treatment, for example, group leaders used the following phrase: “All Worker 1’s continue to earn €12 per hour while all Worker 2’s receive €9 instead of €12 per hour. This was the manager’s decision” (see Online Appendix).

We stratified treatment assignment by city, location type, and gender to maximize the statistical power of the experimental design. To avoid contamination between treatments, we arranged the work schedule so that workers from different treatments did not meet; furthermore, a few workers who knew each other were assigned to the same treatment but to different groups within the treatment. We also exclusively formed

---

8. Note that even the low-wage workers earned an hourly wage of more than €10 on average. We thus did not violate the employment contract.

9. We conducted the experiment twice in two consecutive months, with the same number of workers and groups per treatment in each month. This also allowed us to stratify treatments across locations. If we had previously run treatments HH or LL at a location, we subsequently ran treatment HL, and vice versa.
same-gender groups to avoid gender-related confounds. Importantly, the workers were unaware that they were participating in an experiment to rule out experimenter demand effects.\footnote{While two workers contacted the manager to complain about the wage cut, none of the workers asked whether they were participating in an experiment.}

Following the experiment, the firm mailed the workers a short feedback survey. The survey asked a variety of questions related to the sales promotion. The first part included questions pertaining to the work clothes, training day, and feedback of the customers. The second part covered several aspects of the work environment. The question of key interest to us asked the survey participants to report their pay satisfaction on this job. Specifically, they had to indicate the extent to which they agreed with the statement “I am satisfied with my wage” with answer categories on a seven-point Likert scale ranging from “I do not agree at all” to “I completely agree”. Further questions aimed to collect information on workers’ intrinsic motivation, and wage expectations prior to starting the job. In an effort to achieve a high response rate, we rewarded workers’ participation in the survey with €5. Two-thirds of the work force ultimately participated.

4. Hypotheses

How do workers respond to wage cuts? And how does their response depend on the wages paid to their co-workers? We designed our experiment so that—under the standard assumption that workers only have self-regarding preferences—they should not respond to a change in the hourly wage. In particular, we implemented the wage cut in such a way that we can minimize the possibility that low-paid workers perceive that they have a lower re-employment probability due to lower past performance or other personal characteristics. As mentioned above, it was made transparent at the beginning that there was no prospect of employment at the firm beyond the promotion campaign. In addition, the workers were randomly allocated to the position of Worker 1 and Worker 2 in the group upon entering the employment relationship. They thus perceived their allocation to the position of Worker 1 and Worker 2 as unrelated to any personal characteristics. The exogenous allocation to the position of Worker 1 or Worker 2 in combination with the announcement at the beginning of the post-intervention phase that all Workers 2 would receive a wage cut made it clear that the wage cut was unrelated to previous performance. Therefore, effort variations in response to the wage cut cannot be interpreted as a response to a change in pecuniary incentives.

These features of the experiment also imply that efficiency wage incentives in the spirit of Shapiro and Stiglitz (1984) cannot play a role. According to this model, workers may respond to a wage cut with an effort reduction because workers lose less rent at the lower wage if they were fired. This model does not predict, however, that wage cuts reduce effort more in treatment HL than in treatment LL because the model...
does not rely on any sort of social comparison or interdependence between workers. Moreover, because the employment contract lasted for exactly two weekends, there was no threat of firing.

The independence of current wages, future wages, and future employment prospects from the workers’ effort level thus implies that self-regarding workers have no reason to respond to the wage cut with a change in the effort level. If we assume, however, that workers are also motivated by fairness or reciprocity concerns, the predictions are different. Many social preference theories assume that workers compare their outcomes to fair reference outcomes in order to define measures of fairness or reciprocity (e.g., Dufwenberg and Kirchsteiger 2004; Falk and Fischbacher 2006; Rabin 1993). In other words, these theories typically rely in some form on assumptions about social comparison. According to intention-based reciprocity approaches, for example, workers may view a wage cut as a hostile act by the firm, and may consequently reduce their effort. The workers may view cutting only one worker’s wage in a group as even more hostile, and this may further amplify the effort reduction.

Likewise, outcome-based considerations of fairness that are based on the comparison between the actual wage and a fair reference wage may also affect workers’ fairness assessments and, therefore, their response to a wage cut. We show in the Online Appendix, for example, that the Fehr and Schmidt model of inequality aversion makes specific, testable predictions in our setting. We would like to mention, however, that other social preferences approaches may make similar predictions. Thus, we do not view evidence that is consistent with these predictions as evidence in favor of a particular social preference model.\footnote{Therefore, our paper falls into the category of “Single Model” studies (Card, DellaVigna, and Malmendier 2011).}

The Fehr–Schmidt model assumes that, in addition to their own material payoff, workers also want to avoid payoff inequalities between themselves and other workers, and the aversion against disadvantageous inequality (“envy”) is stronger than the aversion against advantageous inequality (“compassion”). We present two versions of this model in the Online Appendix, one with linear cost of effort, and one with quadratic cost of effort. Because the linear model is highly tractable and intuitive, we base our exposition of the resulting predictions on this version. It generates the following hypotheses about performance changes from the pre- to post-intervention phase if workers are sufficiently inequality averse.

**HYPOTHESIS 1.** Workers in treatment group **HLcut** decrease their performance after the wage cut more than those in treatment **LL**.

**HYPOTHESIS 2.** Workers in treatment group **HLnocut** do not change their performance relative to treatment **HH** after their co-workers suffer the wage cut.

**HYPOTHESIS 3.** Workers in treatment **LL** decrease their performance after the wage cut relative to workers in treatment **HH**.
The intuition for these hypotheses is best developed if we start explaining Hypothesis 3 first. Payoff equality between the two group members exists if both workers put forward the same effort and receive the same wage. Payoff equality between the firm and a worker exists if the workers’ material payoff (measured by wage minus effort cost) is equal to the firm’s profit from that worker (measured by revenue minus wage). In the equilibrium of treatment HH, both group members choose an identical effort level that equalizes the payoffs across all three parties. Since the wage is lower in treatment LL than in HH, the firm would have a payoff advantage if workers put forward the same effort in LL as in HH. After the wage cut, the two group members will therefore re-establish equality between themselves and the firm by reducing effort in treatment LL.

Next, let us explain Hypothesis 1. Why does the Worker 2 with low pay in HL provide even less effort than workers in LL? Suppose that Worker HLnocut—whose wage is not cut—provides the same effort as in HH, and Worker HLcut puts forward the same effort as in LL. Recall that the same effort as in LL renders Worker HLcut’s material payoff equal to the firm’s profit from this worker, but Worker HLcut now suffers from envy with respect to Worker HLnocut. By further reducing the effort (cost) below the level of treatment LL, Worker HLcut can reduce the payoff disadvantage relative to Worker HLnocut, but this also generates a payoff advantage relative to the firm. However, because envy looms larger than compassion, it is better for Worker HLcut to reduce envy with regard to Worker HLnocut and accept the small compassion cost with regard to the firm. Worker 2’s effort in treatment HL will thus be lower than in LL.

Why does Worker HLnocut provide the same effort as workers in HH? The intuition for Hypothesis 2 goes as follows. By increasing the effort above the HH level (i.e., by reducing her own material payoff), Worker HLnocut would reduce the payoff advantage with regard to Worker HLcut, but this would also cause a payoff disadvantage with regard to the firm. Because envy looms larger than compassion, a higher effort than in HH would therefore imply a large envy cost with regard to the firm and a small compassion gain with regard to the worker. As a consequence, Worker HLnocut prefers providing the same effort as workers in treatment HH.

While the linear effort cost term is practical, in many respects it is also unrealistic because it is likely that workers in our experiment find it more and more difficult to generate additional sales from a limited number of passers-by. In addition, because the marginal cost of effort is always lower than the marginal revenue, the efficient outcome would be infinite effort, or an arbitrary exogenous maximum effort level. We therefore also discuss what happens to our hypotheses if we exchange the linear effort cost term with a quadratic one in the Online Appendix. While the solutions to this model become more difficult to interpret, we can state the same qualitative predictions as in the linear case.

Intention-based fairness concerns can also predict our results. As we show in the Online Appendix, if a simple model of reciprocity (Cox, Friedman, and Gjerstad 2007) is extended to include social comparison between workers, this model generates similar hypotheses to the outcome-based model, except for the unaffected worker in treatment
TABLE 2. Descriptive statistics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Treatment Group</th>
<th>HH</th>
<th>LL</th>
<th>HLnocut</th>
<th>HLcut</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Workers (#)</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female (#)</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age, mean (s.d.)</td>
<td>20.5</td>
<td>21.2</td>
<td>20.2</td>
<td>21.1</td>
<td>20.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(2.1)</td>
<td>(2.5)</td>
<td>(1.9)</td>
<td>(2.7)</td>
<td>(2.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reported sick (#)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Performance, mean (s.d.)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-intervention</td>
<td>20.8</td>
<td>22.4</td>
<td>24.3</td>
<td>22.0</td>
<td>22.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(6.0)</td>
<td>(4.7)</td>
<td>(9.1)</td>
<td>(9.9)</td>
<td>(7.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-intervention</td>
<td>22.8</td>
<td>21.4</td>
<td>26.5</td>
<td>18.4</td>
<td>22.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(9.4)</td>
<td>(4.6)</td>
<td>(10.2)</td>
<td>(11.3)</td>
<td>(9.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% workers with $y_{post} &gt; y_{pre}$</td>
<td>47.8</td>
<td>30.4</td>
<td>58.3</td>
<td>17.4</td>
<td>38.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

HL, who is predicted to work harder as a response to the other worker’s reduced wage. Taken together, both types of concerns—reciprocity or inequality aversion—predict that (i) workers will respond to the general wage cut with an effort reduction and (ii) that the effort reduction will be even stronger in the event of a unilateral wage cut. Considerations of fairness and reciprocity are, of course, also one possible reason why workers provide positive effort in the absence of pecuniary performance incentives. Another possibility is that they may be intrinsically motivated to perform the task.

5. Estimation Strategy and Results

Table 2 shows the descriptive statistics of our experiment. The sample consisted of 96 workers in 48 groups. None of the workers quit after the wage cut. This is not surprising considering that workers were contractually obliged to compensate the firm with €30 if they missed a shift. About three-quarters of the workers were women, and the age ranged from 18 to 28 years. All but one were German citizens. On average, the workers exchanged 22.3 cards per shift and the customers provided personal information instead of paying €5 for the card in 97.9% of these exchanges. Since the firm verified the correctness of the customer information, we know that this information was wrong only in 2.4% of the cases.

12. Three workers fell ill before any wage cut was announced and missed both post-intervention shifts. These workers were substituted with replacement workers who came in at the time when the treatments were implemented and were treated in exactly the same way as the replaced workers would have been treated. They were also informed about the wage changes in their respective work group. We exclude replacement workers from the analysis, but our results do not change if we include them.
We balanced the treatments over cities, location types (i.e., street versus nightclub), and gender. The pre-intervention phase enables us to control for worker heterogeneity by including individual fixed effects into our regression. Because workers were always assigned to the same location, individual fixed effects not only capture time-invariant differences across workers but also location-specific factors. In addition, we are able to include a proxy for the demand potential for cards as a control variable. Recall that the group leaders visited “their” groups several times during a shift. These visits allowed them to assess the number of potential customers for each group and shift on a five-point scale (−2 = very low, −1 = moderately low, 0 = normal, 1 = moderately high, 2 = very high). We use this assessment to control for potential variations in demand across groups, shifts, and treatments. We therefore also report a specification in which we control for demand potential.\(^{13}\)

Using the balanced panel data structure, we estimate the following difference-in-difference regression model with each worker as a panel unit and each group as an independent observation:

\[
\log(y_{ikt}) = \alpha + \varphi_i + \delta D_{kt} + \beta_1 t + \beta_2 (LL_i \times t) + \beta_3 (HLnocut_i \times t) + \beta_4 (HLcut_i \times t) + \epsilon_{ikt}.
\]

\(\log(y_{ikt})\) denotes the logarithm of the average performance of worker \(i\) in group \(k\) and weekend \(t\). We use the total number of “correct” exchanges as a measure of performance—that is, we exclude those sales associated with wrong customer information from our performance measure. The constant \(\alpha\) captures average pre-intervention performance, \(\varphi_i\) represents individual fixed effects, \(D_{kt}\) controls for differences in demand potential, and \(t\) is a dummy variable that equals 1 if the observation is from the post-intervention phase and zero otherwise. The coefficient of the variable \(t\) thus measures the change in performance in the post-intervention phase relative to the average pre-intervention performance. The coefficients of the three interaction terms \(LL_i \times t\), \(HLnocut_i \times t\), and \(HLcut_i \times t\) are our difference-in-difference estimators of interest, as they capture the differences across treatments (relative to control treatment HH) in the performance change between pre- and post-intervention phase. Finally, \(\epsilon_{ikt}\) is the idiosyncratic error term, which we allow to be clustered over groups. As expected, the individual fixed effects are significant \((p < 0.01, F\text{-test})\).

5.1. Main Results

Based on the estimation strategy described above, we can report the following result with regard to Hypothesis 1, which involves a comparison between the unilateral and the general wage-cut treatment.

\(^{13}\) Note that we cannot reject the null hypothesis that demand was equally distributed across treatments \((p = 0.43, \text{Kruskal–Wallis test})\). However, controlling for demand potential enables a more precise estimate of the treatment effects. All \(p\)-values reported in this paper are two-sided.
**Figure 1.** Average treatment effects on individual work performance. Absolute change in performance (number of cards), from pre- to post-intervention, scaled as a fraction of the average pre-intervention performance (= 22.4 cards per shift), in treatments HH (baseline), LL (general wage cut), HLnocut (spared workers in the unilateral wage-cut treatment), and HLcut (unilateral wage cut). Error bars show 95% confidence intervals; for HH and LL, we bootstrap with group clusters, 1,000 repetitions. Replacement workers are excluded.

**Result 1.** A unilateral wage cut causes a much stronger decrease in performance than a general wage cut.

We illustrate this result in Figure 1, which presents the average performance changes from the pre- to post-intervention phase by treatment in percent of the pre-intervention average. A comparison between treatment LL and HLcut shows that while performance decreased by 5% between the two phases in treatment LL, workers reduced their performance by 16% in treatment HLcut. Thus, although workers in treatment HLcut suffered the same monetary loss as workers in treatment LL, their drop in performance was more than three times as great. This difference is already significant in the absence of further controls ($p < 0.05$, rank-sum test). In addition, workers in HLcut also reduced their performance compared to their co-workers in HLnocut who did not suffer the pay cut ($p < 0.01$, signed-rank test). Finally, the regressions in Table 3 further corroborate this finding. The first column in Table 3 represents the previous model without controlling for demand potential, while we control for...
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dependent variable: log(cards sold)</th>
<th>(1)</th>
<th>(2)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HLcut × Post-intervention</td>
<td>-0.306***</td>
<td>-0.342***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.103)</td>
<td>(0.101)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LL × Post-intervention</td>
<td>-0.106</td>
<td>-0.145*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.090)</td>
<td>(0.079)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HLnocut × Post-intervention</td>
<td>0.034</td>
<td>0.015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.095)</td>
<td>(0.089)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-intervention</td>
<td>0.058</td>
<td>0.090</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.080)</td>
<td>(0.074)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Demand potential</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.117***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.034)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>3.057***</td>
<td>3.048***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.015)</td>
<td>(0.015)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Worker fixed effects</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>189</td>
<td>179</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adj. $R^2$</td>
<td>0.202</td>
<td>0.312</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Hypothesis tests**

- H1 (HLcut × post = LL × post): $p = 0.01$  
- H2 (HLnocut × post = 0): $p = 0.72$  
- H3 (LL × post = 0): $p = 0.24$  

Notes: OLS estimates. Robust standard errors corrected for clusters on groups in parentheses. The constant term captures the average performance in the pre-intervention phase. Hypothesis tests are Wald tests.

*Significant at 10%; ***significant at 1%.

Regardless of whether we control for demand potential, the coefficients of “HLcut × Post-intervention” in the two regressions are highly significant; they indicate that the unilateral wage cut reduced HLcut workers’ performance by 31% to 34% compared to control treatment HH ($p < 0.01$, Wald test). Moreover, a comparison between the coefficient of “LL × Post-intervention”, which measures the impact of the wage cut in LL, and the coefficient of “HLcut × Post-intervention”, which measures the impact of the wage cut in HLcut, shows that the reduction in HLcut is about 20 percentage points larger than that in treatment LL—a difference that is significant ($p = 0.01$ and $p < 0.01$ for models (1) and (2), respectively, Wald tests).

Workers were assigned the role of Worker 1 and Worker 2 at the very beginning. However, some workers in treatment HL may have erroneously believed that the wage cut was a consequence of their low previous performance relative to that of their co-worker. If this were the case, workers should have reacted differently to the unilateral wage cut depending on whether they had performed better or worse than their co-worker before the intervention. To test this, we divided workers in treatment group HLcut into demand in the second column. Regardless of whether we control for demand potential, the coefficients of “HLcut × Post-intervention” in the two regressions are highly significant; they indicate that the unilateral wage cut reduced HLcut workers’ performance by 31% to 34% compared to control treatment HH ($p < 0.01$, Wald test). Moreover, a comparison between the coefficient of “LL × Post-intervention”, which measures the impact of the wage cut in LL, and the coefficient of “HLcut × Post-intervention”, which measures the impact of the wage cut in HLcut, shows that the reduction in HLcut is about 20 percentage points larger than that in treatment LL—a difference that is significant ($p = 0.01$ and $p < 0.01$ for models (1) and (2), respectively, Wald tests).

Workers were assigned the role of Worker 1 and Worker 2 at the very beginning. However, some workers in treatment HL may have erroneously believed that the wage cut was a consequence of their low previous performance relative to that of their co-worker. If this were the case, workers should have reacted differently to the unilateral wage cut depending on whether they had performed better or worse than their co-worker before the intervention. To test this, we divided workers in treatment group HLcut into
those whose pre-intervention performance was higher than or equal to their co-worker’s performance and those whose performance was lower (see Figure 2). We find that both groups significantly reduced their performance in the post-intervention phase ($p = 0.07$ and $0.02$, respectively, signed-rank tests). In addition, the performance reduction is not significantly different between the two groups ($p = 0.49$, rank-sum test).

Next we turn to the test of Hypothesis 2, which involves a comparison between the workers whose wage was not cut in the unilateral wage-cut treatment and the workers in the baseline treatment.

**RESULT 2.** A *unilateral* wage cut has no effect on the group members whose wage is not cut.

First support for Result 2 comes from Figure 1. The comparison between HH and HLnocut shows that, on average, workers in treatment HH displayed a
performance increase between the pre- and the post-intervention phase, possibly due to learning effects. The workers in treatment HLnocut showed almost the same average performance increase as workers in treatment HH ($p = 0.37$, rank-sum test). In addition, both regression estimates of “HLnocut × Post-intervention” in Table 3 confirm the finding that workers in treatment HLnocut did not perform differently than those in treatment HH ($p = 0.72$ and $p = 0.87$, Wald tests). Thus, performing the same task but earning more than one’s co-worker was not associated with higher effort.

Finally, we turn to Hypothesis 3, which involves a comparison between the general wage cut and the baseline treatment.

**RESULT 3.** A general wage cut causes a decrease in performance.

We illustrate this result again in Figure 1. Performance in control treatment HH *increased* by 8% relative to the pre-intervention average. In contrast, performance in treatment LL *decreased* by 5% after the wage cut, but without further controls, this difference is not significant ($p = 0.37$, rank-sum test). We therefore turn to the regression in Table 3 which controls for demand potential. The coefficient of demand is highly significant ($p < 0.01$, Wald test) and has the expected sign: the more potential customers present at a location, the more cards the workers were able to sell. Moreover, the adjusted $R^2$ increases substantially if we include the demand variable in the regression. Overall, these facts indicate that the number of potential customers is an important control variable that needs to be included in the regression.

The coefficient on “LL × Post-intervention” has a negative sign in both specifications reported in Table 3. If we control for demand potential, performance dropped by roughly 15% compared to control treatment HH. This constitutes a marginally significant performance decrease ($p = 0.07$, Wald test).

### 5.1.1. Cumulative Distributions of Performance Changes

Figure 3 shows the cumulative distribution functions of the performance changes from pre- to post-intervention phase by treatment in percent of the pre-intervention average. The upper panel shows that in treatment HLCut the entire distribution function of the performance change is shifted towards a lower performance compared to treatment LL.

The lower panel of Figure 3 shows that the cumulative distribution functions for the HH and HLnocut treatment are close together, which suggests that by and large workers performed similarly in these two treatments.

### 5.1.2. Effect on Firm Profit

The adverse behavioral reactions to the wage cuts raise the question whether the cuts were profitable for the firm. We therefore calculate group-level profits as revenue minus wage costs. For the revenue, we assume that

---

15. Note that the lowest detectable difference between HH and HLnocut workers on the 10% significance level is a performance difference of about 11 percentage points.

16. We find two outliers. One HLnocut worker exhibits a large performance decrease when the co-worker suffered a wage cut, and one HH worker displays a large performance increase between the two phases.

17. We neglect additional costs, such as fixed costs (e.g., office rent) and other variable costs (e.g., hiring and training costs).
exchanges for customer information were equally valuable for the firm as cash sales—that is, selling the cards at a price of €5. Accordingly, in the pre-intervention phase, where workers exchanged an average of 22.4 cards per shift, they generated a revenue of \(22.4 \times €5 = €112\) at wage costs of \(3 \times €12 = €36\). This corresponds to a group profit of €152 per shift.

To calculate the revenue in the post-intervention phase, we use the estimates from column (2) in Table 3. Accordingly, the group revenue in treatment HH increased to \(109\% \times 2 \times €112 = €244\), resulting in a group profit of €172 per shift. The corresponding group profit in treatment LL is \((109\% - 14.5\%) \times 2 \times 22.4 \times €5 – 2\times 3 \times €9 = €158\). In treatment HL, an HLnocut worker generated \((109\% + 1.5\%) \times
Figure 4. Treatment effect on fraction of erroneous addresses and fraction of cash sales of total exchanges. Change in the ratio of exchanges with incorrect customer information (panel (a)) and the ratio of cash sales to the total amount of exchanges (panel (b)) from pre- to post-intervention phase by treatment in percentage points. Treatment HH is the baseline condition, treatment LL is the general wage-cut condition, treatment group HLnocut are the spared workers in the unilateral wage-cut condition, and treatment group HLcut are the workers who suffered the wage cut in the unilateral wage-cut condition. Error bars show 95% confidence intervals; we bootstrap with group clusters, 1,000 repetitions for HH and LL. Replacement workers are excluded.

\[ 22.4 \times \€ 5 - 3 \times \€ 9 = \€ 97, \] and an HLcut worker \( (109\% - 34.2\%) \times 22.4 \times \€ 5 - 3 \times \€ 9 = \€ 57, \) yielding a group profit of \( \€ 154. \) Based on this calculation, we find that the unilateral wage-cut treatment generated the lowest profit, also lower than the general wage-cut treatment. Thus, the small compensating effect on the workers whose wage was not cut in the unilateral wage-cut treatment did not offset the large performance decrease of the workers who suffered the pay cut in this condition.

5.2. Work Quality and Employee Theft

In addition to the amount of “correct” exchanges as a measure of performance, we also examine the impact of the wage cuts on the ratio of exchanges that were associated with “incorrect” customer information. While we cannot discriminate between customers who gave incorrect information and workers who faked customer information in order to harm the firm, this measure may still serve as a proxy for the quality of work. An example of lower work quality caused by disgruntled workers is provided by Krueger and Mas (2004). They show that the quality of Bridgestone/Firestone tires decreased significantly after the management announced a decrease in new hires’ wages. In contrast, Kube, Maréchal, and Puppe (2013) provide evidence in the context of a book entry task of higher quality after a wage cut. They attribute the lower amount of faulty book entries to the lower typing speed. Hence, the existing evidence on the impact of wage cuts on quality of work is inconclusive.

Figure 4(a) displays the changes in the error ratio from pre- to post-intervention phase by treatment in percentage points. The figure reveals a similarly large increase in the error ratio for all workers who either suffered or witnessed a wage cut. However,
when we consider the relevant treatment comparisons, only the comparison between treatment HH and treatment LL achieves weak statistical significance (HH versus LL: \( p = 0.09 \), HH versus HLnocut: \( p = 0.20 \), LL versus HLcut: \( p = 0.78 \), rank-sum tests).

In addition to reducing the quality of work, workers could also harm the firm by pocketing the cash sales and faking customer information in such a way that cash sales would look like exchanges for customer information. We thus further investigate the impact of the wage cuts on employee theft. Figure 4b presents the changes in the ratio of cash sales to the total amount of exchanges from pre- to post-intervention phase by treatment in percentage points. In contrast to LL workers, HLcut workers exhibited a decrease in the cash ratio (\( p = 0.09 \), rank-sum test). This finding provides suggestive evidence that, in addition to a lower performance, HLcut workers also negatively reciprocated the wage cut by stealing money from the firm. For the remaining treatment comparisons, we cannot reject the hypothesis that theft was statistically the same (HH vs. LL: \( p = 0.48 \), HH vs. HLnocut: \( p = 0.30 \), rank-sum tests).

5.3. Pay Satisfaction

We complement the behavioral insights from our experiment with survey data on pay satisfaction. Table 4 shows in a regression framework how workers’ pay satisfaction varies across treatments. Because some workers did not participate in the survey, we additionally estimate a model where we control for differences in age, gender, wage expectations prior to the job, as well as intrinsic motivation (see column (2) of Table 4). The results on pay satisfaction are qualitatively equivalent to the behavioral effects. Compared to the general wage-cut treatment, the unilateral wage-cut treatment causes lower pay satisfaction for the affected workers (\( p = 0.05 \), Wald test); there is no difference in pay satisfaction between those whose wage was not cut in treatment HL relative to the workers in the baseline treatment HH (\( p = 0.98 \), Wald test), and compared to the baseline treatment HH the general wage cut reduced pay satisfaction a little, though not significantly (\( p = 0.32 \), Wald test). These findings point to a fairness-based explanation as to why there was such a drop in performance in the treatment group HLcut.

6. Conclusions

This paper reports evidence from a field experiment on the effects of wage cuts and whether these effects depend on the wages paid to co-workers. We collaborated with a firm that hired workers for a one-time sales promotion. The firm formed groups of two, and the workers in a group had identical individual tasks. Group members were paid the same hourly wage in the first phase of the experiment. We subsequently implemented

---

### Table 4. Treatment effects on individual pay satisfaction.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dependent variable: pay satisfaction</th>
<th>(1)</th>
<th>(2)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HLcut</td>
<td>−1.051***</td>
<td>−1.523***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.413)</td>
<td>(0.421)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LL</td>
<td>−0.753*</td>
<td>−0.500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.433)</td>
<td>(0.443)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HLnocut</td>
<td>−0.149</td>
<td>−0.008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.332)</td>
<td>(0.410)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>6.385***</td>
<td>5.658**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.179)</td>
<td>(2.604)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Controls</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wage expectations</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intrinsic motivation (three items)</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>N</th>
<th>61</th>
<th>58</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Adj. $R^2$</td>
<td>0.047</td>
<td>0.130</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: OLS estimates. Robust standard errors in parentheses. Pay satisfaction is measured as the extent to which workers agreed to the statement “I am satisfied with my wage” with answer categories on a seven-point Likert scale ranging from “not at all agree” to “completely agree”. The constant term captures the average pay satisfaction in treatment HH. The number of observations in model 2 is smaller because of item nonresponse from three workers. Intrinsic motivation is measured using the following three regressors: the extent to which workers agreed to the statements “I felt co-responsible for the success of the sales promotion” and “I am only satisfied with myself if I do a good job” with answer categories on a seven-point Likert scale ranging from “not at all agree” to “completely agree”, and pre-intervention performance. *Significant at 10%; ** significant at 5%; *** significant at 1%.

Three treatments that enabled us to examine social comparison effects and the effects of wage cuts on performance. We find that cutting both group members’ wages by 25% caused a decrease in performance by 15% relative to the baseline treatment. In contrast, cutting only one group member’s wage by 25% caused a decrease in the performance of the affected workers by 34%, i.e., by more than twice as much as in the general wage-cut treatment, even though pay levels and the size of the pay cuts were identical in both treatments. These workers were also less satisfied with their wage and may have engaged in more employee theft than the other workers, including the groups where both workers received a wage cut. The unilateral wage cut had an asymmetric effect on group members, that is, those workers whose wages were not cut neither decreased nor increased their performance relative to the baseline treatment.

Our results provide causal evidence for the role of social comparison among workers in effort provision. Such social comparison effects may have important consequences for a wide range of economic issues. They may induce employers to compress the wage distribution across workers, they may also be an important factor in merger and outsourcing decisions, and, as demonstrated in Akerlof and Yellen (1990), they may even lead to involuntary unemployment.

Although we provide evidence that social comparison can have large effects on worker behavior in a field setting, there are some limitations to the generalizability of
our results. For example, our study was conducted within a limited time span. It could be that workers’ decline in performance might recover after some time, meaning that if we had followed workers for more than two days, the treatment effect may have decreased. Another limitation of our design is that we did not provide an explanation for the wage cut. A sensible explanation may attenuate the detrimental effect on performance. Finally, we paid workers a fixed hourly wage; this means we cannot immediately translate our results to a piece-rate environment. With such a schedule, workers would still have an incentive to produce output. However, as suggested by our findings on work quality and stealing, workers may react in other, unincentivized dimensions of their work.
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